Welcome new doctoral students

Important next Steps

Dear doctoral candidate,
As soon as you have started in your group, keep in mind to promptly initiate your doctoral process!

1. Admission to the University of Vienna as a doctoral student:

Via u: space https://uspace.univie.ac.at/

►► This way you are enrolled and can start with your curriculum coursework (on time)! Also, in order to participate via moodle you have to be registered!

2. Admission to DoSChem:

Contact DoSChem dos.chem@univie.ac.at as soon as you are settled in your group and let us know that you are here!

►► Once we have you on the radar we will make sure to integrate you into the school to allow participation in all school activities.

Without these two steps you are neither registered as a doctoral student nor affiliated with the DoSChem!
If you have any questions regarding DoSChem or your onboarding we are happy to help: dos.chem@univie.ac.at

Please visit https://doschem.univie.ac.at/doschem-students/

You find us in Room 2120 (9-12)

For help and advice from your fellow students (DoSChem Student Representatives): students.dos.chem@univie.ac.at

Have a great start!